We study the problem of containment for shape expression schemas (ShEx) for RDF graphs. We identify a subclass of ShEx that has a natural graphical representation in the form of shape graphs and their semantics is captured with a tractable notion of embedding of an RDF graph in a shape graph. When applied to pairs of shape graphs, an embedding is a sufficient condition for containment, and for a practical subclass of deterministic shape graphs, it is also a necessary one, thus yielding a subclass with tractable containment. While for general shape graphs a minimal counter-example i.e., an instance proving non-containment, might be of exponential size, we show that containment is EXP-hard and in coNEXP. Finally, we show that containment for arbitrary ShEx is coNEXP-hard and in co2NEXP
Introduction
Although RDF has been originally introduced schema-free, it has since then become a standalone database format and the need for a schema language has been identified, with new applications of RDF previously reserved to relational and semi-structured databases [1, 21] . Recently introduced, and under continuous development by W3C, shape expression schema (ShEx) is a formalism for defining languages of valid RDF graphs [15, 16, 22, 14] . ShEx defines a set of types with each type defined with a rule describing the admissible types of the outbound neighborhood of a node. Inspired by versatility of schema languages for XML [3, 12] , the rules of ShEx are based on regular expressions. Take for instance the RDF graph in Figure 1 storing bug reports together with its shape expression schema. The schema requires a bug report to have a description and a user who reported it. Optionally, a bug report may have an employee who successfully reproduced the bug. Also, a bug report can have a number of related bug reports. A user has a name and an optional email address while an employee has a name and a mandatory email address.
In this paper, we investigate the classical problem of containment : given two schemas S and S ′ , is the set of instances satisfying S contained in the set of instances satisfying S ′ ? This problem has application to a vast number of problems that perform non-trivial reasoning tasks such as data exchange, query optimization, or inference [2, 5, 8, 9, 24] . The task at hand is difficult for a number of reasons.
Because the neighborhood of a node in an RDF graph is unordered, the regular expression define bag languages, also known as commutative languages [11] , where the relative order among symbols is irrelevant. This lack of order gives raise to a significant degree of nondeterminism when working with regular bag expressions (RBE). For instance, membership for RBE i.e., deciding whether a bag of symbols belong to the language defined by an RBE, is NP-complete [13] . Similarly, validation for ShEx i.e., deciding whether a RDF graph satisfies a ShEx, is NP-complete too [15] . The need for nondeterminism can be limited by disallowing disjunction and permitting the Kleene closure on atomic symbols only. This yields the class RBE 0 with tractable membership and tractable validation for the corresponding class of shape expression schemas ShEx 0 . Similarly, single-occurrence regular bag expressions (SORBE) have tractable membership and give rise to deterministic shape expression schemas (DetShEx), where the same symbol can be used only once. Their validation is also tractable. [15] . Both restrictions offer enough room to accommodate practical uses, and in particular, the schema in Figure 1 satisfies them both. Since ShEx is a schema language based on types, comparing two schemas requires the ability to compare types, and consequently, testing S ⊆ S ′ revolves around questions whether a type t of S is covered by the union of types s 1 , . . . , s k of S ′ . Indeed, suppose that in the schema in Figure 1 we replace the type User with two types depending on whether or not the user has an email address:
and adapt the rest of the schema by replacing Bug with Although no longer deterministic (the symbol related is used twice in the type definitions of Bug 1 and Bug 2 ), the modified schema is equivalent to the original one as the type Bug is covered by the union of the types Bug 1 and Bug 2 , and the type User by the union of User 1 and User 2 , the latter also being equivalent to Employee. Naturally, the fact that a type might be covered by a union of types is a source of complexity of the containment problem, and it is an interesting question if there is a class of schemas for which comparison on pairs of types alone would suffice. For this, we use shape graphs, which are natural graphical representation of ShEx 0 (cf. Figure 1) , and propose a graph-theoretic notion of an embedding between pairs of shape graphs. In essence, an embedding identifies in a simulation-like manner when a type is covered by another type, and therefore, is a sufficient condition for containment. We identify a class DetShEx ¹ 0 for which embedding is also a necessary condition for containment. Because embeddings are carefully crafted to be tractable, we obtain a class with tractable containment. The class DetShEx ¹ 0 is a subclass of DetShEx 0 , deterministic shape expression schemas that use RBE 0 , with further minor restrictions that nevertheless do not prevent it from being of practical use, and in particular, the schema in Figure 1 belongs to DetShEx ¹ 0 . The additional restrictions are necessary as we show the containment problem for DetShEx 0 to be intractable. Interestingly, for a schema S in DetShEx ¹ 0 we construct a characterizing graph G such that G is satisfied by any schema S ′ in DetShEx ¹ 0 if and only if S ⊆ S ′ . Checking the containment S ⊆ S ′ involves implicit negation: checking whether there is no counter-example, an instance that satisfies S and does not satisfy S ′ . The implicit negation allows to encode disjunction even in classes of schemas that explicitly forbid using disjunction in the type definition, such as ShEx 0 . This renders ShEx 0 very powerful and allows for pairs of schemas for which the smallest counter-example is of exponential size. Similarly, we observe a significant increase in complexity: testing containment for shape graphs is EXP-hard and in coNEXP.
The picture of containment for arbitrary shape expression schemas is far from obvious. It has been observed that ∃MSO on graphs is alone insufficient to capture ShEx and needs to be enriched with Presburger arithmetic [19] . However, monadic extensions of Presburger arithmetic quickly become undecidable [7, 18] . The question whether containment for ShEx is decidable at all is non-trivial and we answer it positively. While containment for arbitrary shape expressions is coNEXP-hard, we show a construction of a counter-example that is triple exponential but becomes double exponential if a simple compression is used. The compression is innocuous enough to keep validation of compressed graphs w.r.t. ShEx in NP. Consequently, we show that the containment for ShEx is in co2NEXP
NP . The precise complexity of containment for ShEx remains an open question.
Our study has a number of outcomes:
• a tractable notion of embeddings that is a sufficient condition for containment, and a necessary one of a subclass of deterministic shape expression schemas.
• a set of bounds on the size of a minimal graph that satisfies one schema and violates another;
• a thorough characterization of complexity of containment for classes of shape expression schemas;
Related work. tree automata, unordered XML schemas, implication for graph logics, containment of RBEs, implication for Presburger Arithmetic [20] http://wcms.inf.ed.ac.uk/lfcs/Decidability_Of_Mona
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present basic notions. In Section 3 we propose the notion of an embedding and establish its semantic and computational properties. In Section 4 we identify a tractable subclass of deterministic shape expression schemas. In Section 5 we analyze containment for ShEx 0 . And in Section 6 we investigate the full fragment of ShEx. We summarize and outline directions of further study in Section 7. Because of space restriction many proofs are presented as sketches with full details in appendix.
Basic notions
Throughout this paper we employ elements of function notation to relations, and conversely, often view functions as relations. For instance, for a binary relation
Intervals. We use pairs of numbers including the infinite constant ∞ to represent intervals: the pair [n; m], with n ≤ m ≤ ∞, represents the set {i | n ≤ i ≤ m}. We assume that both n and m are stored in binary. We use a number of operators on intervals: every interval I = [n; m] has its lower bound min(I) = n and its upper bound max(I) = m. The pointwise addition of two intervals
. Note that [0; 0] is the neutral element of ⊕, and hence, for k = 0 the expression Bags. Let ∆ be a finite set of symbols. A bag over ∆ is a function w : ∆ → N that maps a symbol to the number of its occurrences. The empty bag ε has 0 occurrences of every symbol i.e., ε(a) = 0 for every a ∈ ∆. We present bags using the notation {|a, . . .| } with elements possibly being repeated. For example, when ∆ = {a, b, c}, w 0 = {|a, a, a, c, c| } represents the function w 0 (a) = 3, w 0 (b) = 0, and w 0 (c) = 2.
The bag union w 1 ⊎ w 2 of two bags w 1 and w 2 is defined as [w 1 ⊎ w 2 ](a) = w 1 (a) + w 2 (a) for all a ∈ ∆. A bag language is a set of bags. The bag union of two languages
Regular bag expressions. Regular bag expressions (RBE) are analogues of regular expressions for defining bag languages and use disjunction "|," unordered concatenation "||," and unordered repetition. Formally, they are defined with the following grammar:
where a ∈ ∆ and I is an interval. Their semantics is defined as follows:
we denote the class of regular expressions of the form a
, where a i ∈ Σ and M i ∈ M for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We point out that occurrences of symbols need not be distinct e.g., a || a
Graphs. We employ a general graph model that allows to capture RDF graphs as well as an important subclass of shape expression schemas (ShEx 0 ). Because shape expressions schemas do not constrain the predicates of the edges of an RDF graph, we assume a fixed set Σ of predicates names used to label edges of graphs. To allow expressing shape expression schemas, we additionally label each edge with an occurrence interval, which intuitively indicate the admissible number of edges of the given kind (cf. Definition 3.1). Also, the general graph model allows multiple edges connecting the same pair of nodes with the same predicate label, which is not allowed in RDF graphs.
where N G is a finite set of nodes, E G is a finite set of edges, the topology of the graph is defined with the functions source G : E G → N G and target G : E G → N G that identify respectively the origin node and end point node of an edge, lab G : E G → Σ assigns a (predicate) label to an edge, and occur G : E G → Σ assigns an occurrence interval to an edge. A graph is simple if it uses only the interval 1 and has no two edges with the same origin, the same end point, and the same label. By G 0 we denote the set of all simple graphs. A shape graph is a graph that uses only basic occurrence intervals (in M) and we denote the class of all shape graphs with ShEx 0 .
For the purposes of studying containment of shape expression schemas the class of simple graph captures adequately RDF graphs. Indeed, while RDF nodes are labeled with URIs, literal values, and blank identifiers, and shape expression schemas can constraint node labels, in general these constraints can be "simulated." For instance, if the schema imposes a type of admissible literal nodes (integer, date, etc.), literal nodes can be modified to include an outgoing edge labeled with the type name. Shape expression schemas constrain the outbound neighborhood of a node, and for that purpose we identify the set of all outgoing edges of a node n ∈ N G with out G (n) = {e ∈ E G | source G (e) = n}. Sometimes, if a node n has an outgoing edge leading to m, we shall say that n is a parent of m and m is a child of n (even if n and m are the same node). Also, we call an a-edge any edge labeled with a ∈ Σ, and analogously, an I-edge any edge with occurrence interval I.
Shape Expression Schemas. Again, we assume a fixed set of predicate labels Σ. Given a set of type names Γ, a shape expression over Γ is an RBE over Σ × Γ and in the sequel we write (a, t) ∈ Σ × Γ simply as a :: t. A shape expression schema (ShEx) is a pair S = (Γ S , δ S ), where Γ S is a finite set of types, and δ S is a type definition function that maps elements of Γ S to shape expressions over Γ S . Typically, we present a ShEx S as a collection of rules of the form t → E to indicate that δ S (t) = E, where E is a shape expression (naturally, no two rules shall have the same left-hand side). For a class of RBEs C, by ShEx(C) we denote the class of shape expression schemas using only shape expressions in C. We recall the formal semantics of ShEx [19] and illustrate it on the example of a simple graph G 0 and a schema S 0 in Figure 2 . A typing of a simple graph G w.r.t. S is a relation T ⊆ N G × Γ S , and we say that n has, or satisfies, type t (w.r.t. T ) if (n, t) ∈ T . For instance, a typing of G 0 w.r.t. S 0 is (for clarity, we employ functional notation)
The signature of a node n ∈ N G w.r.t. T is an RBE expression
A node n satisfies a shape expression E w.r.t. a typing T iff L(sign T G (n))∩L(E) = ∅. For instance, n 1 satisfies the type t 2 of S 0 w.r.t. T 0 . The typing T is valid if and only if every node satisfies the type definition of every type assigned to the node i.e., L(sign
Typings of G w.r.t. S form a semi-lattice, with the union as the meet operation, and consequently there exists a unique maximal typing, which we denote by Typing G:S . Now, G satisfies S if every node of G satisfies at least one type i.e., dom(Typing G:S ) = N G . By L(S) we denote the set of all simple graphs that satisfy S.
Containment. In this paper, we investigate the containment problem for ShEx: given two shape expression schemas S and S ′ we say that S is contained in
Embeddings
In this section we present an alternative definition of the semantics of a subclass of shape expressions schemas ShEx(RBE 0 ) with a natural notion of embeddings based on graph simulation. We investigate the relationship between embeddings and containment, and finally, we study the computational complexity of embeddings.
Definition 3.1 (Embedding) Given two graphs G and H, a binary relation R ⊆ N G × N H is a simulation of G in H iff for any (n, m) ∈ R there exists a witness of simulation of n by m w.r.t. R i.e., a function λ : out G (n) → out H (m) such that for every e ∈ out G (n)
and for every f ∈ out H (m) The set of simulations of G in H is a semi-lattice (with the meet operation interpreted with the set union), and consequently, there exists exactly one maximal simulation of G in H. We
c a b c Figure 3 : An embedding of G 0 in H 0 .
use embeddings to treat graphs as schemas. The language of a graph H is the set of all simple graphs that can be embedded in
There is a natural correspondence between shape expression schemas using RBE 0 only and shape graphs. The existence of a witness of a simulation is equivalent to type satisfaction, which shows the following. Using arbitrary intervals in graphs does not make them more expressive than shape graphs which use basic intervals only. Indeed, in the context of shape expressions any interval can be expressed with basic intervals e.g., a :: t [2;3] is equivalent to a :: t 1 || a :: t 1 || a :: t ? . As we show later on, the restriction to basic intervals has beneficial computational consequences, which merely reflects the fact that embedding is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for containment.
Relationship to containment
It is relatively easy to see that embeddings can be composed and consequently we get. b :: t * is equivalent to ǫ | b :: t | b :: t + , a (disjoint) union that enumerates cases of the original expression. It is possible to identify simple classes of shape graphs, such as schemas that use the occurrence interval * only, for which embedding is also a necessary condition for containment but the practical applications of such a class seem to be limited. Later on (Section 4) we identify a more practical subclass of shape graphs for which containment can be decided with the help of embeddings. First we investigate the computational cost of constructing embeddings.
Complexity
While general graphs with arbitrary intervals do not surpass the expressive power of graphs using basic intervals only, the computational implications of using arbitrary intervals are significant. Testing embeddings for shape graphs, which use only basic occurrence intervals is tractable and it becomes intractable if arbitrary intervals may be used. This rise in computational complexity does not come from binary encoding of intervals, in fact the results remain negative even if the arbitrary intervals are encoded in unary.
The basic algorithm for constructing an embedding of G in H follows a natural fix-point refinement scheme:
2. Iteratively refine it R i = Refine(R i−1 ) by removing any pair of nodes with no simulation witness
Refine(R) = {(n, m) ∈ R | there exists a witness λ of simulation of n by m w.r.t. R},
3.
Terminates at the earliest iteration k when a fix-point is reached Refine
It is easy to show that the fix-point is the maximal simulation of G in H and naturally, it is an embedding if its domain contains all nodes of G. This process is monotone, removing a number of pairs at each step, and therefore, it terminates after a polynomial number of steps. The core difficulty, and a potential source of intractability, is in testing the existence of a witness of simulation.
Tractability for basic intervals
Finding witnesses of simulation is tractable when basic intervals are used only.
Theorem 3.4
Testing the existence of embeddings between shape graphs is in P.
Proof. We fix two graphs G and H, a relation R ⊆ N G × N H , and a pair of nodes (n, m) ∈ R. We abstract the problem of existence of a witness of simulation of n by m w.r.t. R as a flow routing problem, where we are given a set of sources V = out G (n), a set of sinks U = out H (m), and a source-to-sink connection table
Additionally, every source v ∈ V outputs a volume of water between v.min = min(occur G (v)) and v.max = max(occur G (v)), and every sink u ∈ U requires an input of at least u.min = min(occur H (u)) and not more than u.max = max(occur H (u)). The flow routing problem is to find a valid routing λ : V → U i.e., a routing such that (v, f (v)) ∈ E for every source v ∈ V and there are no deficits or overflows at any source. More formally, given a routing λ we estimate the inflow at a sink u with
A sink u is in deficit if min-inflow λ (u) < u.min and u is in overflow if max -inflow λ (u) > u.max . Observe that the conditions 1 and 2 in Definition 3.1 are ensured by the definition of E while the condition 3 follows from lack of deficits and overflows. Also, w.l.o.g. we can assume that in E every source is paired with at least one sink.
The algorithm for constructing a valid routing works as follows:
1. it starts with an empty routing, 2. it assigns a sink to every source while distributing any overflow by pushing it forth to other sinks, 3 . it solves any deficit at a sink by pulling back the input from sources assigned to other sinks.
The main reason why this approach is successful if the use of basic occurrence intervals in shape graphs, which implies that the lower bounds are only 0 and 1 while the upper bounds are 1 and ∞. When constructing the routing λ we need to pay attention to saturated sinks that are unable to accept any additional inflow. However, saturated sinks are exactly those u's with u.max = 1 and max -inflow λ (u) = 1. Furthermore, w.l.o.g. we can assume that v.max ≤ u.max for (v, u) ∈ E, and in particular a source with ∞ upper bound can only be routed to a sink with upper bound ∞. Consequently, any overflow created by the algorithm at a sink u is singular i.e., max -inflow λ (u) = 2 and u.max = 1 Given a (partial) routing λ and a source v with no assigned sink, the algorithm assigns to v any admissible sink u 0 i.e., such that (v, u 0 ) ∈ E. If an overflow is created at u 0 , the algorithm attempts to find an acyclic path π from u 0 to fin in the push-forth graph G → λ = (N, A) , where the nodes are N = V ∪ U ∪ {fin} and the oriented edges A are (for v ∈ V and u ∈ U ):
• u → v if λ(v) = u and u is saturated; an additional inflow of 1 at sink u must be redirected further and this can be done by redirecting the output of v to another sink.
• v → u if (v, u) ∈ E but λ(v) = u; the source v can be routed to u and any additional inflow at u is at most 1.
• u → fin if u is not saturated; the sink can accept an additional inflow of 1.
Rerouting λ in accordance with a path from u to fin gives us a overflow-free routing. When a total overflow-free routing λ is constructed, the algorithm identifies any sink u 0 with a deficit and tries to solve it by finding an acyclic path π from u 0 to fin in the pull-back graph G ← λ = (N, A) , where the nodes are N = V ∪ U ∪ {fin}, and oriented edges A are (for v ∈ V and u ∈ U ):
• u → v if λ(v) = u and v.min = 1; rerouting v to u will solve a deficit of 1 at u and may create a overflow at u but only if u = u 0 and then the overflow is singular.
• v → u if λ(v) = u, u.min = 1, and v is the only source such that λ(v) = u and v.min = 1; rerouting v away from u will create a deficit of 1 at u.
• v → fin if λ(v).min = 1, v.min = 1, and there is v ′ = v such that λ(v ′ ) = λ(v) and v ′ .min = 1; rerouting the source v from the sink λ(v) will not create a deficit at λ(v).
Rerouting λ in accordance with π renders λ deficit-free at u 0 . If the rerouting creates a singular overflow at u 0 , the algorithm uses the push-forth graph G → λ to find an acyclic path π ′ from u 0 to fin that is deficit-free i.e., with no edge u → v such that u.min = v.min = 1, which guarantees that further rerouting λ in accordance with π ′ yields a overflow-free routing with one sink node u 0 less in deficit.
Naturally, the algorithm is polynomial because the sizes of the push-forth and pull-back graphs are bounded by the size of E, and all constructed paths are acyclic.
Intractability for arbitrary intervals
The flow routing problem becomes intractable if arbitrary intervals are allowed. Theorem 3.5 Testing the existence of embeddings between graphs with arbitrary intervals is NP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in NP because it suffices to guess the embedding and all witnesses and verify that they are valid (which can be done in polynomial time). We prove hardness with a reduction from SAT. We take a CNF formula ϕ = c 1 ∧ . . . ∧ c m over variables x 1 , . . . , x n , and w.l.o.g. we can assume that each variable occurs exactly k times and there is at least one positive and one negative occurrence of each variable. We construct two graphs with arbitrary intervals but for clarity of presentation we employ the ShEx syntax. The first graph H is defined with the rules (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , k}) 
The second graph K is defined with the rules (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) where Ð q is Ü i,j if ℓ q = x i or ¬Ü i,j if ℓ q = ¬x i , and here, ℓ q is the j-th occurrence of x i in ϕ. Clearly, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , k} the node Ü i,j of H is simulated by the node Ü i of K, ¬Ü i,j by ¬Ü i , Û i by both Ü i and ¬Ü i , and Ó by Ó. Furthermore, Ü i,j (¬Ü i,j ) is simulated by any p that corresponds to a clause c p that uses x i (¬x i resp.). We claim that ϕ is satisfiable iff Ö 1 is simulated by Ö 2 , and therefore, iff H K.
For a satisfying valuation v of ϕ, we define a witness λ : out H (Ö 1 ) → out K (Ö 2 ) by specifying the mapping between target nodes of the edges (since no target node is used more than once this is unambiguous). For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if v(x i ) = 1, then we map Û i to Ü i , and for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} we map ¬Ü i,j to ¬Ü i and Ü i,j to p that corresponds to the clause c p with the j-th occurrence of x i if this occurrence is positive, or otherwise to any clause c p with a positive occurrence of x i ; if v(x i ) = 0, then we map Û i to Ü i , and for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} we map Ü i,j to ¬Ü i and ¬Ü i,j to p that corresponds to the clause c p with the j-th occurrence of x i if this occurrence it is negative, or to any clause c p with a negative occurrence of x i ; It is easy to verify that if v satisfies ϕ, λ is a simulation witness of Ö 1 by Ö 2 .
Conversely, we take a witness λ : out H (Ö 1 ) → out K (Ö 2 ) and construct a satisfying valuation v by inspecting the implied mapping on the target nodes of Ö 1 and Ö 2 . We observe that for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} because of the occurrence interval [k; k] the node Û i must be mapped to either the node Ü i or ¬Ü i , and we set v(x i ) = 1 or v(x i ) = 0 respectively. W.l.o.g. assume Û i is mapped to Ü i . Because of the occurrence interval [k; k], no other node can be mapped to Ü i , which means that all nodes Ü i,j must be mapped to nodes p . Because of the occurrence interval +, at least one Ü i,j or ¬Ü i,j must be mapped to every p , and consequently, each clause of ϕ is satisfied by the valuation v.
Determinism
In this section we identify a subclass of deterministic shape expression schemas that is arguably of practical use and for which embedding is equivalent to containment, and therefore, enjoy desirable computational properties. We recall that deterministic shape expression schemas (DetShEx) forbid using the same edge label with more than one type in a single type definition [19] . While for deterministic shape graphs using only 1 and * embeddings capture containment, adding ? requires careful handling or the containment becomes intractable as we show later on. The proposed approach can further be extended to allow +, however, the additional restrictions this introduces render the obtained class impractical, and consequently, we drop + altogether. In many practical situations, using * instead of + is acceptable. Now, given a shape graph H and a type t ∈ N H , a reference to t is any edge e ∈ E H that leads to t i.e. target H (e) = t. A reference e is *-closed if occur H (e) = * or all references to source H (e) are *-closed. Definition 4.1 A shape graph H is deterministic if for every node n ∈ N H and every label a ∈ Σ, n has at most one outgoing edge labeled with a. By DetShEx 0 we denote the class of all deterministic shape graphs. By DetShEx ¹ 0 we denote the class of deterministic shape graphs that do not use + and any type using ? is referenced at least once and all references to it are *-closed.
Intuitively, we require that any type using ? must be referenced and can only be referenced (directly or indirectly) through *. The schema in Figure 1 belongs to DetShEx The precise construction of the graph G that characterizes H is in appendix and here we outline the main ideas and illustrate them on an example in Figure 5 . In essence, for every type t ∈ N H the graph G needs to contain a number of nodes of type t that serve the purpose of characterizing t. If t has an outgoing *-edge e labeled with a that leads to the type s, then at least one node n of G that characterizes t needs to have at least two outgoing edges labeled with a that lead to nodes A that characterize the type s. When n is mapped to a type t ′ of K that has an outgoing edge e ′ labeled with a and leading to s ′ , all a-children A must to be mapped to s ′ . This shows H: that e ′ is an *-edge. Interestingly, this observation also applies to descendants of A. If the type s has an outgoing edge with label b that leads to the type u, then any b-child of a node in A must have the type u, and furthermore, they are all mapped to a type u ′ that is reachable from s ′ with an edge labeled with b, etc. Now, for a type t with an outgoing ?-edge labeled with a we need two nodes in G that characterize t, which guarantee that the corresponding type in K uses the right occurrence interval: one node with one outgoing edge with label a and one node with no such outgoing edge. Naturally, we need to make sure that those two nodes are mapped to the same type in K and this is accomplished by making sure there is an ascending path from every ?-edge to every closest *-edge. In general, every type in H is characterized by a number of nodes that is at most 2 plus the number of ?-edges in H. Lemma 4.2 renders containment and embeddings equivalent.
Consequently, by Theorem 3.4, we obtain. We observe that lifting the additional restrictions leads to intractability. 
Proof. (sketch)
We prove it by reduction from tautology of DNF formulas and we illustrate the reduction on an example of ϕ = (x 1 ∧ ¬x 2 ) ∨ (x 2 ∧ ¬x 3 ). We construct two deterministic schemas H and K presented in Figure 6 .
Essentially, H defines valuations of the variables of ϕ: a node with the root type Ö has outgoing edges labeled with the name of the variable leading to a node of type Ú that represents the value of the variable Ø or . Because DetShEx 0 does not allow disjunction, nodes of type Ú may also have both outgoing edges Ø and , or neither of them. These cases are covered in K by the types Ö 1 i 's and Ö 0 i 's respectively. The types Ö d j 's capture precisely the valuations that satisfy the clauses of ϕ. Naturally, H ⊆ K iff ϕ is a tautology.
Shape graphs
In this section we consider shape graphs ShEx 0 , which correspond to the subclass ShEx(RBE 0 ) of shape expression schemas that use only RBE 0 expression for type definitions. First, we show that the size of a counter-example is at most exponential and that the bound is tight. Then, we investigate the complexity of the containment problem and show that it is EXP-complete.
Counter-example
In the view of Theorem 4.5, the immediate question is whether the size of a counter-example of ShEx 0 is bounded by a polynomial. We show, however, that a counter-example might need to have an exponential number of nodes.
Lemma 5.1 For any n, there exist two shape graphs H and K such that H ⊆ K and the smallest graph
Proof. In our construction the counter-example i.e., G ∈ L(H) \ L(K), is essentially a binary tree of depth n modeled with the rules (for i ∈ {1, . . . , n})
The leaves of this tree store each a subset of A = { 1 , . . . , n }, modeled with the two rules
The schema H consists exactly of all the above rules while the schema K contains all but the rule defining type Ø (1) . Clearly, at this point a counter-example of H ⊆ K exists, one whose root node has type Ø (1) in H but no type in K, however, it may be small as it suffices to use a dag. To eliminate small counter-examples, by adding them to the language of K, we ensure that all leaves of the counter-example are labeled with distinct subsets of A. In essence, we require in the counter-example a node at level i to have all leaves labeled with subset with a set containing i and all leaves of its right subtree are labeled with subsets missing i . For that purpose, we
i,0,d ), which identify nodes at level j that are using (missing resp.) the symbol i ; the additional parameter d ∈ {Ä, Ê} is used to handle disjunction and essentially indicates the subtree from which the usage information comes from. The rules for leaves are (for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, M ∈ {0, 1}, and d ∈ {Ä, Ê})
The information of using a symbol i in a branch is propagated upward but only to the level i + 1 with the rules (for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , n}, and M ∈ {0, 1})
Finally, a tree is invalid for our purposes if a node at depth i is missing the symbol i in a leaf of its left subtree or is using the symbol i in a leaf of its right subtree. This situation is identified and propagated to the root node with the rules (for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1})
Now, the claim, proven with a simple induction, is that for any G ∈ L(H) unless G has an exponential tree, any node that has the type Ø (1) of H also has a type Ô
i,d of K for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, M ∈ {0, 1}, and d ∈ {Ä, Ê}.
The lower bound on the size of a minimal counter-example for ShEx 0 is tight.
whose size is at most exponential in the size of H and K.
The proof consists of two parts. The first shows that there are at most exponentially many kinds of nodes, and we use the same argument in the proof of Theorem 6.4 in Section 6. The second part uses a pumping argument to show that the outbound degree of a minimal counter-example is polynomially bounded.
Complexity
The upper bound on the complexity of containment for ShEx 0 is obtained with a reduction from nondeterministic top-down tree automata known to be EXP-complete [6] . The reduction is not trivial because RBE 0 does not allow directly the disjunction necessary to express nondeterminism, and the proof need to account for graphs that do not represent trees. 
Shape Expression Schemas
In this section, we address the question of decidability of containment for ShEx, which is far from obvious as ShEx caries some expressive power of ∃MSO on graphs combined with Presburger arithmetic [19] and monadic extensions of Presburger arithmetic easily become undecidable [7] . We show that a triple-exponential upper bound on the size of a counter-example, which can be compressed to double-exponential size. The compression does not change the complexity of validation, which permits us to give an upper bound on the complexity of testing containment for ShEx.
Counter-example
Compression. Simple graphs do not allow multiple edges with the same label between the same pair of nodes. We propose a model that allows it by attaching to every edge a cardinality indicating the number of such edges. More precisely, a singleton interval is an interval of the form [k; k] for any natural k, and a compressed graph is a graph that uses only singleton intervals on its edges and like simple graphs allows only one edge per label in Σ between a pair of nodes. Given a compressed graph F , its unpacking is a simple graph obtained by making a sufficient number of copies of each node, each copy has the same outbound neighborhood but receiving at most one incoming edge (cf. appendix). Since intervals are stored in binary, the unpacking of a compressed graph F is of size at most exponential in the size of F . We adapt the definition of validation of ShEx to compressed graphs by extending the definition of node signature. Given a shape expression schema S and a compressed graph F , the signature of a node n ∈ N F w.r.t. a typing
Again, the typing T is valid iff L(sign
there exists a maximal valid typing of F w.r.t. S, and F satisfies S if dom(Typing F :S ) = N F . Naturally, if F satisfies H, then its unpacking also satisfies H. Checking the satisfaction of ShEx for compressed graphs remains in NP and to prove it we employ known results on Presburger arithmetic that we present next.
Presburger Arithmetic. The Presburger arithmetic (PA) is the first-order logical theory of natural numbers with addition that has decidable satisfiability [17] . We point out that any natural number n can be easily defined with an existentially quantified formula of length linear in log(n). Since we use PA formulas to define bags, we use a convenient notation. When the set of symbols ∆ = {a 1 , . . . , a k } is known from the context, a bag w over ∆ can be represented as a (Parikh) vector of k natural numbers w(a 1 ), . . . , w(a k ) and if a vector of variablesx is used to describe a bag over ∆, we use elements of ∆ to index elements ofx: x a is x k for k such that a k = a. Also, we we write ϕ(w) to say that ϕ is valid for w.
Because intersection is used to define satisfiability of a graph w.r.t. a schema and intersection is easily expressed in Presburger arithmetic, we extend RBE with intersection L(
. Now, for an regular bag expression with intersection E we recursively construct a formula ψ E (x 1 , . . . , x k , n) as follows.
The main claim, proven with a simple induction, is that ψ E (w, n) iff w ∈ L(E) n for any bag w over ∆ and any n ≥ 0. It follows that L(E) = ∅ iff ∃x.ψ E (x, 1) is valid. Validity of existentially quantified PA formulas is known to be in NP [10] , and consequently, we obtain an upper bound on complexity of validation of compressed graphs. Proposition 6.2 Validation of compressed graphs w.r.t. ShEx is in NP.
The following result is instrumental in our analysis of upper bounds of a counter-example for ShEx. Compressed counter-example. We now assume two schemas H and K such that H K and take any counter-example G ∈ L(H) \ L(K). We know that there is at least one node of that satisfies at least one type of H but no type of K. In general, for a node n of G we identify a pair (T, S) consisting of a set T of types of H and a set of types S of K that n satisfies. We say that the node n is of the (T, S)-kind and we identify the set C of all kinds present in G.
Shape expression schemas may only inspect the labels of the outgoing edges of a node and the types of the nodes at the end points of the edges. Consequently, if we replace a node by a node of the same kind, or more precisely we redirect all incoming edges of the first node to the other node, then the types of node in the graph do not change, in particular, it remains a counter-example. Furthermore, we can fuse the set of all nodes of the same class into a single node that belongs to the same class, and still obtain a graph that is a counter-example. When fusing several nodes we gather the incoming edges into a fused node but for the outgoing edges we use only the outgoing edges of a one (arbitrarily chosen) of the fused nodes, while discarding the outgoing edges of the remaining nodes. We point out that the obtained graph needs not longer to be simple, fusing a set of nodes may lead to several incoming edges with the same label originating from the same node. Such multiple edges can, however, be easily compressed to a single one.
We describe the construction of the compressed counter-example F more precisely. First for every kind κ ∈ C(G) we pick an (arbitrarily chosen) representative node n κ ∈ G such that kind (n κ ) = κ. The set of nodes of F is the set of all classes of G, N F = C(G). For every edge connecting two representative nodes F has a corresponding edge:
and for κ, a, κ
This shows that a compressed counter-example needs to have at most an exponential number of nodes.
Bounding the node degree. The remaining question is how big the cardinalities of the edges of F must be. We answer this question with the help of Proposition 6.3 by describing the outbound neighborhood of a node of F with Presburger arithmetic formula. For the kind (T, S) ∈ C the formula Φ (T,S) examines the existence of an outbound neighborhood of a node of that kind that satisfies all types in T and all types in S. This neighborhood is captured as a bagx over ∆ C = {a :: (T ′ , S ′ ) | a ∈ Σ, (T ′ , S ′ ) ∈ C}, where an occurrence of the symbol a :: (T ′ , S ′ ) corresponds to one outgoing edge labeled with a and leading to a node of the kind (T ′ , S ′ ).
Φ (T,S) := ∃x.
The formulas ϕ t (x) and ϕ s (x) verify whether the types t of H and s of K are satisfied in this neighborhood. This is done in two phases and we present it only for ϕ t (x); the formula ϕ s (x) is defined analogously. The variable x a::(T ′ ,S ′ ) represents the number of outgoing edges with label a to nodes that satisfy all types in T ′ . In the context of satisfying definition of the type t each outgoing edge is used with exactly one type. Consequently, the next formula partitions the number of outgoing edges x a::(T ′ ,S ′ ) into all types in T ′ . Here, we use a vectorȳ of variables over {a :: (T ′ , S ′ ) → a :: t ′ | a ∈ Σ, (T ′ , S ′ ) ∈ C, t ′ ∈ T ′ }, where y a::(T ′ ,S ′ )→a::t ′ represents the part of x a::(T ′ ,S ′ ) edges that is to be used with the type t ′ .
ϕt(x) := ∃ȳ. Finally, the edges with the same label and type of the end point are aggregated in the vectorz representing a bag over ∆ H = Σ × Γ H , which is then is fed to the formula ψ δH (t) that defines the type definition of t. The formula Φ (T,S) can be easily converted to prenex normal form, and then, it is of exponential length, uses an exponential number of quantified variables, and has only one alternation of quantifiers. Since Φ (T,S) is valid for any (T, S) ∈ C, the satisfying values for the variablesx are bound by a triple exponential, and consequently, have a binary representation whose size is bounded by double-exponential function in the size of H and K.
Theorem 6.4 For any two ShEx H and K, if H K, then there exists a compressed graph F that satisfies H, does not satisfy K, and whose size is at most double-exponential in the size of H and K.
Complexity
Very recently containment for RBE has been shown to be coNEXP-complete [11] , and consequently, we obtain the following lower bound.
Proposition 6.5 Containment for ShEx is coNEXP-hard.
The upper bound follows from Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 6.2. A (universally) nondeterministic Turing for an input pair (H, K) guesses a compressed graph F and uses an NP oracle to verify that if F satisfies the schema H, the it also satisfies the schema K. The input pair is accepted if the test is passed on every computation path.
Corollary 6.6 Containment for ShEx is in co2NEXP NP .
Conclusions and Future Work
This work has been prompted by our current work on data exchange for RDF and schema reference for RDF, where not only do we ask the questions of type implication but are also interested in instances satisfying constraints expressed with the help of ShEx. In this paper, we have considered ShEx and its two practical subclasses ShEx 0 and DetShEx determinism shows promises to allow reduction in complexity. For instance, containment for DetShEx is in co2NEXP since validation for DetShEx is in P. But its precise impact on complexity of containment needs to be studied further. the class of regular bag expression DIME that permits restricted use of disjunction yet allows for tractable containment for schemas for unordered XML [4] and it would also be interesting to see if there are any computational benefits that can be drawn for shape expression schemas using DIME.
